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Folkecenter News  

From Turkey to Learn about Wind 
It is already some years that Nordic Folkecenter receives groups from foreign 
technical schools, who came to Denmark to learn more about renewable energies and 
how to integrate them in their curricula. So far, Turkey has been the Country which 
sent us more groups and, despite coming from the same nation, there not two groups 
that are alike: people coming to Folkecenter come from different backgrounds (both 
technical and cultural) and from different areas of Turkey, but they are all united by 
one wish: learn more about renewable energies! 

Of course, COVID times reduced considerably the international mobility, meaning that 
in the past two years only few groups could reach us. Luckily, the situation is now 
changing and we have already started to welcome again the students. 

The first group of 2022 joined us in the period 22-24 March and they focused their 
education on renewable energy in general and wind energy in particular: the students, 
coming from the North-East part of Turkey, got trained in the basic aerodynamic 
principles of wind turbines: after receiving some theory, they had to develop blades in 
paper, a simple way to check their theoretical understanding.  

Once it was clear that they got the concept, we divided them into groups and they had 
to apply the knowledge to a more complicate material: wood. The results obtained were very good and, in some cases, even higher 
than expected, showing the validity of this way of learning. 

The group consisted of two technical schools, Havza Vocational and Technical High School and Rize Tevfik İleri Mesleki ve Teknik 
Anadolu Lisesi, who joined us with 6 and 10 students respectively (plus two accompanying teachers). The program was part of an 
Erasmus+ grant received by the schools for promoting international training. 

The students seemed very satisfied by the training and we hope they will bring the acquired knowledge in their future careers.  

More groups from Turkey are expected in the coming months. 

Anker Mardal explains the aerodynamics behind the 

blades 

From left: the students learn practice the concepts learned on paper; the blade is than developed in wood; final group picture 



Tiny House – Here we go again!  
It has been quite some time since we talked about our tiny house, but don’t worry! We haven’t forgotten about that! 

The reason for the long silence was partly due to COVID restrictions, which limited our chances of organizing in-person workshops, 
but also due to the fact that the two workshop leaders were busy with other projects. 

Nevertheless, we have started to work on the house again (4-6 March), also together with our trainees: we have completed the 
exterior wood cover and painted it and we are now ready to move to the following steps: the roof and the interior.  

From left: We start working on the tiny house again; Ramiro paints the façade; The tiny house as it is now 

Education about Small Wind Turbines 
As an answer to the many questions on small wind turbines, Folkecenter organized a 
webinar focusing on the topic. The webinar took place on the 28th of February and it 
covered the rules to follow when installing a small wind turbine, the available options on 
the market and what to consider when purchasing one. 

The event ended with a discussion on energy prices and to how to best obtain an economy 
out of a small wind turbine. 

The webinar showed a good participation and the recordings of the event will soon be 
available on-demand on folkecenterevents.net.  

The  cover picture of the event 

New Project for Folkecenter 
Part of our daily efforts is to apply for projects, which can guarantee the sustenance 
of our activities. We are happy to inform you that Folkecenter has been granted a 
new project, which will run for the following two years. 

The project is called POEASE (Promote Online Education for Agriculture in a 
Sustainable Environment) and it aims at developing 21 online modules for 
agricultural technical schools; these types of schools have been severely hit by the 
distance learning activities during COVID-19, due to the nature of their teaching. The 
21 modules will prepare them for similar future challenges, by upskilling their digital 
skills and by making them aware of the importance of sustainability in agricultural 
activities. 

The first project meeting took place online on the 16th of March and it gave us the chance to meet the people we will collaborate 
with in the near future. Besides Folkecenter, who is the project coordinator, the partnership accounts for six other partners from 
Greece, Germany and Spain:  

1) Ellinikos Georgikos Organismos – DIMITRA (Greece), www.elgo.gr   
2) AKMI ANONIMI EKPAIDEFTIKI ETAIRIA (Greece), www.iek-akmi.gr  
3) UNIVERSITY COLLEGE DUBLIN, NATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF IRELAND, DUBLIN (Ireland), www.ucd.ie  
4) BK Consult GbR (Germany), www.bk-con.eu  
5) GloW efficiency off-grid GmbH (Germany), www.glowenergy.de  
6) UAGN - Unión de Agricultores y Ganaderos de Navarra (Spain), www.uagn.es                                                     

The kick-off meeting of the POEASE project 

http://www.folkecenterevents.net/
http://www.elgo.gr/
http://www.iek-akmi.gr/
http://www.ucd.ie
http://www.bk-con.eu
http://www.glowenergy.de
http://www.uagn.es


 

We will of course inform you about the Project activities while happening, but you can always follow the dedicated page on our 
website (https://folkecenter.eu/pages/POEASE.html) or the hashtag #POEASE on our social media. 

We are looking forward to a successful project!  

Hungarian Architect in Visit to Folkecenter 
Between March 10th and 17th, Folkecenter received a visit from an Architect 
from Hungary: Boglárka Jakabfi-Kovács is currently undergoing a PhD in the field 
of sustainable architecture and design and she wanted to visit Folkecenter to see 
with her eyes the different solutions available here: the Tiny House, the Passive 
House and our conference hall, just to mentioned some. 

During her visit, Boglárka had also the chance to interview Jane, our director, to 
better understand how Folkecenter is operating; to help her in her research, we 
put her in contact with people in our network working on the topic. 

She was so satisfied with the visit that she left this goodbye letter: 

 

“Dear Beautiful people of Folkecenter, 

I had a wonderful, sunny week at FC. Each and everyone was happy to help me in my 
research, and I also appreciate that you were kind to involve me to the community. It’s 
been a calm and meaningful week for me, with lots of good suppers and luxurious 
accommodation. 

It’s been a real pleasure to meet all of you. 

Happen to visit Hungary, don’t hesistate to contact me, I’ll be there for you! 

Thank you. 

Boglárka Jakabfi-Kovács (Bogi)” 

 

Thank you for your time in Folkecenter Bogi! Best of luck with your research and 
we hope to see you soon!  

From top: Boglárka on an excursion in Folkecenter’s 

surroundings; The letter of Boglárka 

New Staff Members in Folkecenter! 
 

Bjarne Villasen Gitte Davidsen Jane Bonnerup  

Sustainability Coordinator in Folkecenter 
since March 1st, 2022. 

Working with Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDG’s), 

Sustainability and biodiversity projects, 
development of new projects, Green 

advice - and help for small businesses.  

Designer and artist in Folkecenter since 
March 15th., 2022. Right now, working in 

a sustainability and biodiversity project 
"Green Safari North". We invite children 

and families on a fun and educational 
outdoor path where they meet tasks and  

artwork created by me on the way.  

Previously employed in Folkecenter, 
Bjarne will help us with all the practical 

aspects, like maintenance and 
supervision of the workshop  

https://folkecenter.eu/pages/POEASE.html


Total CO2 saved: 

2108.5 kg* 

PV Test Station at Folkecenter 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Total energy produced in January: 

130 kWh 

Total energy produced in 2022: 

3015 kWh 
Total energy produced from 2012: 

85530 kWh 

Total energy produced in February: 

375 kWh 

JANUARY 

Total CO2 saved from 2012: 

64 tons  

Total energy produced in March: 

1040 kWh 
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Total energy produced in April: 

1470 kWh 

Sebastian’s PV System (1.4 kW) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The system was installed in May 2020 by Sebastian Salcebo Alba 
 

* Please note: from October 2021 to middle of March 2022 the production was 0. We found out that the 

communication cable was cut, so it was not able to transmit the data 

 

Total energy produced in March: 

93.3 kWh* 

Total energy produced in 2022: 

270.5 kWh* 

Total energy produced since May 2020: 

2071 kWh* 

Total energy produced in April: 

177.2 kWh* 

https://folkecenter.eu/pages/Meet-the-trainee.html#Sebastian_Salcebo_Alba


E-Mobility in Folkecenter 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jens Erik Helbo Andersen 
Normally our trainees are aged between the early twenties and the thirties: this was not the case of Jens 
Erik, who is 42, but not because of that is less youthful than the others! 

Educated as Energiteknolog (AP Graduate in Energy Technology) from the EA Dania institute in Randers 
(DK), Jens Erik came to us as part of his education: «I could have gone to a firm and sit and do 
calculations on energy consumption in houses», says, «but it’s not the future. On the other hand, here we 
work with PV panels and wind, and that’s the future! ». His interest for Folkecenter started during a 
guided tour organized by the school at our facilities: here he had the chance to talk to our director, Jane, 
who explained him about our projects and activities; he got fascinated and wanted to part of it, so he 
applied for an internship. 

As you can imagine, Jens Erik is not just coming out of school, but he has several years or working 
experience within renewable energies, especially with PVs, thanks to which he spent a period of his life  

working in Vietnam. PVs (and storage) were therefore his main interest, but it was not the topic he worked on in Folkecenter.  

At first, he wanted to dedicate his efforts to work on the Biodome, but that was not approved by his supervisor, as not sufficiently 
relevant for his education; he therefore moved to wave energy and he was very happy of that, as he himself mentions: « I am glad 
to have worked on that, because normally there is not much access to this technology». Instead, in Folkecenter Jens Erik could work 
with a wave energy developer and could get an understanding on how prototyping in this sector works. 

His main tasks were to build working generators, so that the prototype could be tested in-house, and to get in contact with 

Meet the Trainee 

Folkecenter Membership 

Did you know that Folkecenter has a group of supporters who sustain us for 
some activities (e.g. Excursions with the trainees)? If you like what we are 
doing, you might be interested in becoming part of this group. As Folkecenter 
supporter, you have the right to participate to our yearly general assembly, 
which elects 6 out of 11 board members. In this way, you will not only follow 
Folkecenter’s activities, but also influence the decisions. 

Being a Folkecenter Supporter can cost as little as 100 DKK/year (14 €). You 
can find more information here. 

 

http://folkecenter.eu/pages/Membership.php


 
Energinet (the Danish TSO), so that the design of the prototype could match the requirements of the grid. The concept he worked 
on is aimed at being integrated with existing installations, so it was very important to have confrontations with the relevant 
authorities. 

«I have learned a lot during this process», he explains «and it was really interesting to work on a pilot project: it is a challenging 
process and sometimes it is difficult to know what to share with investors and technical experts, as you are always afraid they will 
steal your idea!» 

Jens Erik also learned a lot from the international environment: 
despite having worked abroad, he was not much familiar with the 
cultures present in Folkecenter and with the different working 
habits across the world:  «At the beginning it was challenging, 
because we had different ways of working, but then everything 
went into place and I have now a better understanding of the Latin-
American culture, which will be very useful should I work with those 
countries again». 

He was also very satisfied of the atmosphere found in Folkecenter: 
«It was perfect: an absolutely great atmosphere! When I came 
there were three trainees at the end of their internship and we did 
not socialize much, but then the people from Chile and Colombia 
came and it just exploded! And Jane is the best! She is so sweet and 
kind and she has a lot of knowledge, which she is happy to share, as 
long as you are interested in listening. Tonny and Anker also have a 
lot of knowledge and they are always happy to help. So yeah, it’s 
been a really great stay! » 

To the question on what he liked most, Jens Erik answers 
«Everything. There has been nothing that annoyed me. I liked that we 

did the food rotation and it is a good way to bind. I enjoyed my stay; I only would have preferred to be here in summer to see the 
production of the PV panels».  

So, is an internship in Folkecenter to be recommended? «Yeah» he says «but it is not for everybody. I don’t think some of my friends 
would have been interested in being here, because of different energy interest. Still, there is a lot that can be done here: it’s more or 
less the imagination that can drive you. And if you are lucky, you can also work with inventors and developers. You have a lot of 
pioneers up here, so you have the chance to learn hands-on; maybe in five years you can say “I worked on that idea and it actually 
works!” You can be part of projects for other Countries (Mali, Uganda), make a small lighting system and have it running on small 
battery, or other ideas; if you can also accept when people criticizes your ideas, than this is the place for you. It is for creative minds. 
The sociality up here has been awesome». 

Thank you very much Jens Erik for your positive feedback and for your stay in Folkecenter! We hope to see you soon and good luck 
with your career!  

Jens Erik, sharing his wisdom with the other trainees 

Current Trainees in Folkecenter 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ramiro Camilo 
Dominguez 

(Colombia) 

Rasmus Krag 

(Denmark) 

Alejandro 
Vasco Jimenez 

(Colombia) 

Anaëlle Quiniou 

(France) 

Cyril Okereafor  

(Nigeria) 

Luisa Haas 

(Germany) 

Alvaro Andres Ponce Tobon 

(Colombia + Basque Country - 
Spain) 

Unai Aragon Moran 

(Basque Country - Spain) 



Upcoming Events 

Transfer knowledge and climate 
Change 
On June 3rd, 2022, the the partners will meet in Nordic 

Folkecenter, where a seminar titled "Transfer knowledge 

and climate Change" will take place. The partners will 

participate in the seminar and share the outcome of the 

project with the audience. 

The full program of the event can be found here. 

Deadline for registration is June 1st, at 12:00. To register, 

please send a mail to jk@folkecenter.dk or call  

+459795 6600.  

 

 

7th International Conference on 
Small & Medium Wind Energy 

After six successful editions (both online and in presence), 

Folkecenter and the Small Test and Resource Centre for 

Small Wind Turbines are organizing the seventh conference 

with focus on small and medium energy. The event will 

gather national and international experts from the 

industry, who will 

discuss about a wide 

range of topics within 

the small and medium 

wind industry. The 

conference will take 

place both in person 

and virtually in the period 21-23 September 2022. It is now 

possible to register your participation on 

folkecenterevents.net.  

Should you be interested in being a speaker, please submit 

your proposal here. 

3 June 2022 21-23 September 2022 

https://folkecenter.eu/PDF/Transfer-knowledge-and-create-change-seminar_EN.pdf
https://smallwind.dk/
https://smallwind.dk/
http://www.folkecenterevents.net/
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScrWiWn2NAFmAg5gyDq5PELMJyjdknTu3jgeBUryuYCpdkbag/viewform;

